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Abstract

A pair of linear primal-dual problems is introduced under fuzzy environment and appropriate results are proved to
establish the duality relationship between them. Possible extensions are also suggested.
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1. Introduction

A number of researchers have exhibited their interest in the topic of fuzzy linear programming after Zadeh
[5] developed the concept of fuzzy set theory. However, in contrast with the vast literature on modeling
and solution procedures for a linear program in a fuzzy environment (see, for example, [3,7]), the studies in
duality are rather scarce. The most basic results on duality in fuzzy linear programming are due to Rodder
and Zimmermann [4] and Hamacher et al. [2]. In [4] a generalization of maxmin and minmax problems in a
fuzzy environment is presented and thereby a pair of fuzzy dual linear programming problems is constructed.
An economic interpretation of this duality in terms of market and industry is also included in [4]. The paper
by Hamacher et al. [2] is mostly devoted to the study of sensitivity analysis in fuzzy linear programming.

The purpose of the present paper is twofold. Firstly, to observe that there are certain inherent di:culties
with the fuzzy dual formulations of [4] because when they are specialized to the crisp situation they do not
lead to a standard primal-dual pair for linear programming, and secondly, to construct a modi;ed pair of
fuzzy primal-dual linear programming problems. To achieve this, we divide the paper into three sections.
In Section 1, we introduce the fuzzy dual formulation of Rodder and Zimmermann [4] and make certain
observations on their formulation. In Section 2 a modi;ed formulation is presented, whereas its comparison
and possible extensions are included in Section 3.
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2. Rodder-Zimmermann formulation of a fuzzy linear program dual

Let Rn denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space and Rn
+ be its non-negative orthant. Let c&R", x&R",

b&Rm, w&Rm, and the matrix A&Rm xR". It is well known that for the following crisp primal-dual linear
programming pair:

(P) maximize cTx subject to Ax6b; x^O and

(D) minimize bTw subject to ATw^c, w^O

a sound and fascinating duality theory is available. This theory has numerous business, economic, and industrial
interpretations and applications. In particular, we can identify problems (P) and (D) as the industry and the
market problems, respectively. In case of fuzzy environment, neither the industry nor the market is a strict
maximizer or minimizer but are rather satis;er. Taking cTx° and bTw0 as the aspiration levels of the industry
(I) and the market (M), respectively, Rodder and Zimmermann [4], introduced the following membership
functions:

I j 1 if cTx°6cTx;
1 {X) \
I

{X) - 1 - (cTx° - cTx) otherwise;

i f 0 if wT(b-Ax)^0,
fix{W) ~ \ wT(b - Ax) otherwise;

1 if bTw6bTw°;

1 - (bTw - bTw°) otherwise;

M( ) l ° if( ) = l
(x) = \ xT(c - ATw) otherwise

and presented their economic interpretations. Using the above membership functions, they constructed the
following pair of problems and called them fuzzy pair of primal-dual problems.

(FP)w maximize X\

subject to X\ 6 1 - (cTx° - cTx); (1)

X\ 6wT(b -Ax) (for any given w^O), (2)

xeR»+, X^eR, (3)

(FD)x minimize X2

subject to X2^(bTw - bTw°) - 1; (4)

Xi ^xT(c - ATw) (for any given x^O), (5)

w e R1, X2 e R: (6)

It may be noted here that there are numerous problems of type (FP) (respectively, (FD)) for any given w^O
(respectively, x^O). Therefore, to emphasize this point and make it more explicit, we have denoted the above
problems as (FP)w and (FD)x and not, as is done in [4], by (FP) and (FD).

Apart from this construction of the fuzzy dual, an important result of [4] is the fuzzy equivalent version
of the usual weak duality theorem for the pair (FP), (FD).
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Here it may be pointed out that the membership functions //(x) and /zM(w) take values between ( oo, 1]
while nl(w) and /J^(x) take values between [0;oo) rather than [0;1]. Furthermore, if X\ = 1, and —Xi = 1,
in (FP) and (FD), respectively, then wT(b — Ax)^l and (cT — wTA)x6 — 1, whereas in crisp scenario one
should have wT(b —Ax)^0 and (cT — wTA)x60. This suggests that the fuzzy dual formulation of [4] should
be modi;ed in a suitable manner so that the crisp results wT(b — Ax)^0 and (cT — wTA)x60 follow as a
special case. We address this problem in the next section.

3. Construction of the modified model of fuzzy dual

Consider the fuzzy versions (P) and (D) of (P) and (D) in the sense of Zimmermann [6,7] as described
below:

(P) Find x such that cTx & cTx0; Ax . b; x^O,

(D) Find w such that bTw . Z>Tw°, AJw & c; w^O.

Here " &" and " ." are fuzzy version of symbols " ^ " and " 6 ", respectively, and have the linguistic inter-
pretation "essentially greater than" and "essentially less than" as explained in [7]. Let pt>0, i = 0; 1;2; :::;m,
be the subjectively chosen constants of admissible violations such that p0 is associated with the objective
function and pi (i = 1;2; :::;m) are associated with the m linear constraints of (P). Using the membership
function which increases linearly over the "tolerance interval" pi (i = 0; 1;2; :::;m), the crisp formulation of
the fuzzy linear programming problem (P) is as follows [6,7]. It may be noted that in the statement of (P) and
(D) the aspiration levels have been denoted by cTx° and bTw°, respectively. This has been done deliberately
to have similarity of notation with respect to [4], but in practice, and particularly for computational purposes,
these are taken as some preassigned values, say a and /?.

(CP) maximize X

subject to (X - 1 )p0 6 cTx - cTx°; (7)

(X-l)pi^bi-AiX (i = 1;2;: ::;m); (8)

6 1 ; (9)

(10)

where, Ai (i=1;2;:::;m) denotes the ith row of the matrix A and bi (i=1;2;:::;m) denotes the ith component
ofb.

Similarly, let <7/>0, j = 0; 1;2 ;:::;n; be the subjectively chosen constant of the admissible violations of the
objective and the constraints of (D). Then the crisp formulation of the problem (D) is as follows:

(CD) minimize (— rj)

subject to (t] -I )q0 6 bTw° - bTw; (11)

(t]-l)qj^A]w-Cj (j= 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n ) ; (12)

J / < 1 , (13)

(14)

where Aj (j=1;2;:::;n) denotes the jth row of the matrix AT and cj denotes the jth component of c. Since
the tolerances pi (i = 0; 1;2 ;:::;m) and qj (j = 0; 1;2; :::;n) are positive, problems (CP) and (CD) can be
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rewritten as

(EP) maximize X

to A 6 1 +
p0

(i=1;2;:::;m); (16)
pi

A<1, (17)

x^O, A^O (18)

and

(ED) minimize (— tj)

(bTw° - bTw) / N

subject to t]^l + ( -, (19)
<?o

(AjTw - cj)
tj^l + — — (j= 1 ,2 , . . . ,w) , (20)

tj^l, (21)

w^O, tj^O. (22)

The pair (CP), (CD) (or equivalently (EP), (ED)) is termed as the modi;ed fuzzy pair of primal dual linear
programming problems.

We shall now prove certain modi;ed duality theorems for the pair (CP), (CD) (or (EP), (ED)) which take
into consideration the fact that the problems (P) and (D) are the fuzzi;ed versions of problems (P) and (D).
In what follows we take p = (p1; p2;:::;pm) and q = (q1;q2;:::;qn) as column vectors.

Theorem 1 (Modi;ed weak duality). Let (x,X) be (CP)-feasible and (w,tj) be (CD)-feasible. Then;

(A - 1 )pTw + (t] -I )qTx 6 (bTw - cTx):

Proof. Since (x,X) is (CP)-feasible, and (w, rj) is (CD)-feasible, we have

(X-l)p^b-Ax, x^O (23)

and

(tj- l)q^AJw-c, w^O. (24)

Inequalities (23) and (24) yield

( A - 1)pTw+xTATw6bTw (25)

and

(tj - 1 )qTx - wTAx 6 - cTx: (26)
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Eqs. (29) and (30) yield

(X- 1)pTw + (fj- l)qTx^(bTw-cTx) (27)

as wTAx = (wTAx)T = xTATw. •

Remark 1. The modi;ed weak duality theorem takes into consideration the fuzzy scenario. This can be
checked from the fact that for 1=1 and r\=\ (i.e. when the original problems are crisp) inequality (27)
reduces to cTx 6 bTw, which is the standard weak duality theorem in a crisp linear program. For 0 < X < 1
and 0 < T / < 1 , the situation remains fuzzy which, for the given tolerance levels p and q, is quanti;ed in the
expression (X - 1)pTw + (tj - 1)qTx.

Remark 2. In addition to inequality (27) using constraints (7) and (11) of (CP) and (CD), respectively, it
can also be proved that

(X - 1 ) p 0 + (n - 1 )q0 6 (cTx - cTx0) + (bTw° - bTw)

= (cTx-bTw) + (bTw0 - e ¥ ) . (28)

This inequality relates the relative diLerence of aspiration level cTx° of cTx, and bTw° of bTw, respectively,
in terms of their tolerance levels p0 and q0. When X=l and rj=l, then (27) yields cTx6bTw and in turn
(28) implies bT w0 ^ cT x0. If, in addition to X= 1 and rj=l, we also have (bTw° — cTx0) = 0, then inequalities
(27) and (28) together give cTx = bTw, i.e. x and w become optimal solutions to the crisp problems (P) and
(D), respectively.

Corollary 1. Let (x,X) be (CP)-feasible and (w,fj) be (CD)-feasible such that
(I) (X - 1 )pTw + (fj - 1 )qTx = (bTw - cTx),

(ii) (X-l)po + (rj-l)q0 = (cTx - bTw) + (bTw° - cTx°); and
(iii) the aspiration levels cTx° and bTw° satisfy (cTx° - bTw°)60.

Then; (x,X) is (CP)-optimal and (w,fj) is (CD)-optimal.

Proof. Let (x,X) be (CP)-feasible and (w, tj) be (CD)-feasible. Then by Theorem 1, we have

(X - 1 )pTw + 0/ - 1 )qTx - (bTw - cTx) 6 0: (29)

But from the hypothesis we have

(X - 1 )pTw + (fj-l )qTx - (bTw - cTx) = 0: (30)

Eqs. (29) and (30) imply that for any (CP)-feasible solutions (x,X), and any (CD)-feasible solution (w, r\)
we have

(X - 1 )pTw + 0/ - 1 )qTx - (bTw - cTx)

< (X - 1 )pTw +(fj-l )qTx - (bTw - cTx). (31)

This implies that (x,X,w,fj) is optimal to the following problem (MP) whose maximum objective value is
zero:

(MP) maximize [(X - 1 )pTw + (rj - 1 )qTx - (bTw - cTx)]

subject to (X — 1 )p0 6 cTx — cTx° ;

(rj- 1)q06bTw° -bTw,
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(X- \)pi^bi-AiX (i= 1;2;:::;m);

, X^O, w^O,

From (30) we have

(X - 1 )pTw + (fj-l )qTx - bTw + cTx = 0: (32)

From hypothesis (ii) we have

(X - 1 )p0 + in - 1 )q0 - (bTw0 - cTx°) = (cJx - bJw). (33)

Eqs. (32) and (33) give

(l-l)pJw + (tj-l)qJx + (l- l)po + (rj- l)qo + (cTx° -bJw°) = 0. (34)

Now, each term in (34) is non-positive, therefore,

(X - 1 )pTw = 0; (fj-l )qTx = 0; (X - 1 )po = 0; (fj-l )q0 = 0; (cTx° - bTw°) = 0: (35)

Since,

(X-l)po^O and (r\ - 1 )q06 0:

From (35) we have

(X- l)po^(X- l)po and (tj - l)qo^(rj - 1)q0:

Using the fact that po>O and <7o>O> these inequalities give

X^X and — r\ ^ — fj.

This proves the result. •

Remark 3. Since (CP) and (CD) are not duals in the conventional sense but are only the crisp equivalents of
fuzzy pair (P) and (D) there may not be any direct or converse duality theorem between them. However, by
following the usual arguments of linear programming duality (see, for example [1]), one can prove that if (CP)
(or (CD)) has an optimal solution then (CD) (or (CP)) will certainly have a feasible solution. Furthermore,
if the feasible region of (CD) (or (CP)) is bounded then (CD) (or (CP)) will have an optimal solution but
the optimal values of the two objective functions may not be equal in general.

4. Comparison with Rodder-Zimmermann dual

For any wGiff, w = 0 , the constraints given by (16) in (EP) imply

Xpt 6 pi + (M - Aix) (i = 1; 2 . . : ; m)

=> XptWi6 piwi + (bi -Aix)wi (i = 1;2;:::;m)
m m m

=> x Y^ piwi 6 Yl piwi+Yl wi(bi ~ Aix);
i=1 i=1 i=1
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which for w ^ 0, w^O yields

wT(b - Ax)
^ wT p

Therefore, problem (EP) leads to the following problem:

(EP-1)w maximize X
(cTx - cTx°)

subject t o / ,< 1 + ; ,
p0

wT(b —Ax)
X^l 6 1+ T (for any given w^O, w^O) ,

Similarly, for any x^Rn
+, x=0, the problem (ED) leads to the following problem:

(ED- 1)x minimize (— tj)

(bTw° - bTw)
subject to t]^l + (

——^——
qTx (for any given x^0, x = 0)

Problems (EP-1)w and (ED-1)x are very similar to problems (FP)w and (FD)x and are obtained if the mem-
bership functions n\(w) and jJ^(x) of [4] are modi;ed to

wTp
wT(b-Ax)

1 H ( b ^ otherwise,
wT p

and

xl(Alw-c)
1 H ( A ^ otherwise,

qTx

respectively. On the lines of [4], these new membership functions J2x(w) and p^(x) can also be assigned
some economic interpretation.

5. Numerical example

In this section we present a simple numerical example to illustrate the construction of the fuzzy primal-dual
pair and also to verify the modi;ed week duality theorem. For this, we consider the problem (P) and its dual
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(D) as follows.

(P) maximize 2x subject to x61; x^O,

(D) minimize w subject to w ^ 2 , w^O.

Now taking p0 = 2, p1=2 and a (=c T x°)= 1 for (P), the corresponding problem (CP) becomes

(CP) maximize X

subject to 2 A - 2 x < l ,

The optimal solution of (CP) is at x* = \, X* = 1, and the optimal value of the (CP)-objective is X* = 1.
Now taking q0 = 1, q1 = 3, and /? (=bTw°) = 1 for (D), the corresponding problem (CD) becomes

(CD) maximize (— r\)

subject to lrj+lw^l,

3t] - 1w61 ;

The optimal solution of (CD) is at w* = |, f/* = |, and the optimal value of the (CD)-objective is, —tf=— |.
Also, the optimal value of (MP)-objective [(A — 1 )pTw + (tj — 1 )qTx — (bTw — cTx)] is non-positive (6 0)

for X* = 1, x* = \, w* = |, tf = |, and it will remain so for all feasible solutions of (CP) and (CD).

6. Conclusion

An approach, that diLers from that of Rodder and Zimmermann [4], is presented for constructing a pair
of linear primal and dual problems under a fuzzy environment. Although the form of the primal-dual pair is
similar to that of [4], this approach is diLerent in the sense that we consider a conventional linear primal-dual
pair (P) and (D) and obtain their fuzzi;ed versions (P) and (D). Next, using Zimmermann [6,7], the crisp
formulations of (P) and (D) are derived and these are termed as fuzzy pair of primal-dual problems. This
approach not only takes care of certain di:culties that arise in Rodder-Zimmermann [4] construction (outlined
in Sections 1 and 2) but also is open to possible extensions, to various other fuzzy non-linear programs in
general and to linear fractional and quadratic programming problems in particular, under a fuzzy environment.
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